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Expanding your English vocabulary is crucial for effective communication
and comprehension. Pre high frequency words, which are slightly less
common than high frequency words but still highly prevalent in everyday
English, play a significant role in enhancing your language proficiency. This
comprehensive guide will empower you to master 40 pre high frequency
words, equipping you with the building blocks for clear and confident
English expression.

The Importance of Pre High Frequency Words

Pre high frequency words are essential for the following reasons:

Comprehension: They appear frequently in texts, conversations, and
other forms of communication, making them vital for understanding
English content.
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Communication: Using these words adds depth and nuance to your
speech and writing, conveying your ideas more effectively.

Language Proficiency: Mastering pre high frequency words
demonstrates your advanced vocabulary and enhances your overall
English language skills.

The 40 Pre High Frequency Words

The following table lists the 40 pre high frequency words covered in this
guide, along with their definitions:

Word Definition

about approximately, concerning, nearly

after following in time or sequence

always at all times, without exception

another one more, additional

before earlier in time or sequence

between in the middle of, among

but however, on the other hand

can to be able to, to have the ability or permission

could past tense of can, expressing possibility or ability

each every one individually



even despite something else, still

every each and all, without exception

for because of, in Free Download to

from starting at, originating from

get to obtain or acquire

had past tense of have, expressing possession or experience

has present tense of have, expressing possession or experience

have to possess or own

he male third-person singular pronoun

her female third-person singular possessive pronoun

him male third-person singular objective pronoun

his male third-person singular possessive pronoun

in inside, within

into to or within the interior of

it neuter third-person singular pronoun

its neuter third-person singular possessive pronoun

like to enjoy or be fond of



more greater in amount, extent, or degree

most greatest in amount, extent, or degree

much a large amount or quantity

never not ever, at no time

now at this moment in time

of belonging to, relating to

on supported by or resting upon

one the number 1

out outside, away from a place

over above, upon, across

she female third-person singular pronoun

should expressing obligation, advice, or expectation

so to such an extent, in such a manner

some an unspecified amount or quantity

than used to compare two things

that used to introduce a clause or to restrict the meaning of a noun

the definite article, used before nouns to indicate specificity



there in or at that place

they plural third-person pronoun

this the one present or near

to indicating motion or direction

under beneath, below

up to or in a higher position

us first-person plural pronoun

use to employ or operate

very to a great extent
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